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A luxury penthouse 
beyond the woods
On the 22nd level of Stefano Boeri Studio’s Bosco 
Verticale Tower in Milan lays an outstanding 200 squared 
meters penthouse designed by Matteo Nunziati. The 
Italian architect is considered one of the best international 
interior designers all over the world and has worked over 
time for the greatest brands in the hospitality industry. 
Among these, the Trump Organization, Park Hyatt, 
Rezidor Group, Fraser Suites, Boscolo Hotels and 
many others. What definitely distinguishes his projects 
from others, is his capability of combining the domestic 
dimension with that of great hotel suites, keeping together 
the private home-like atmosphere and a thorough 
attention to high quality materials and standards. 
Matteo Nunziati
Work
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Within this penthouse at Bosco Verticale, in fact, though 
working for a private client, he succeeded in creating 
an intimate house without renouncing to elegance and 
luxury.
Matteo Nunziati found his studio in Milan back in 2000 
and has ever since grown in success and experience 
becoming today an internationally known interior 
designer. His potential was immediately noticed, in fact 
since 2004 he is Project Leader at the Domus Academy 
in Milan in the field of “Master in Interior Design” and is 
in charge of the “Hotel Design” short-course. Far from 
being known only in Italy, his style and expertise are 
appreciated worldwide: from the beginning of his career 
he has been invited in Taiwan, China and all over Europe 
and MENA countries to give lectures, participate to 
exclusive exhibitions and organize important events.
In this new challenging project in Milan, he was asked 
to design an interior in the 2015 Best Tall Building award 
winning Bosco Verticale. Here he was able to skillfully 
transpose the essential and modern outer style of the 
building in its interiors. Indeed the whole project has been 
conceived so as to exalt all those peculiarities which have 
made Boeri studio’s creation famous, such as the 2000 
plant varieties – including trees and bushes – and uneven 
terraces living up the towers regular and squat geometry.
Emphasizing the continuity between inside and outside 
areas – that the architect Boeri clearly wanted to confer 
to all the apartments – Nunziati praised this identifying 
characteristic establishing a bivalent relationship 
between inner spaces and windows. In fact the latter 
are used as thin and transparent filters framing breath-
taking views over the city of Milan, which are filtered 
by the vegetation placed within the windowsills. Yet 
the penthouse is not just a place to watch the outside 
from, but also an outstanding interior to look to. The 
elegance and simplicity of the design together with the 
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quality of the furnishings make it much more than just a 
residence. It is rather a mixture between a house and a 
hotel room perfectly balancing comfort and luxury. The 
interior is entirely paved with wood floorings harmonically 
combined with ecru textiles and pale grey-white walls. 
Every single piece of furniture is thoughtfully placed 
and selected among only the greatest firms as the Soft 
Dream sofa by Flexform which gently rises from the 
floor with its slender metal base supporting a thin metal 
tray covered in cowhide where the soft cushions lay and 
the Library Graduate by Molteni & C. designed for the 
company by Jean Nouvel who created a light system 
of shelves suspended to a thicker one anchored to the 
wall through hardly visible steel rods. One of the most 
interesting areas is the kitchen, in fact being inserted 
into an open day-time space, the furniture was mindfully 
chosen to ennoble its function through its refined design, 
rather than to disappear. Thus Kitchen Tivalì by Dada 
was selected and customized in order to be turned into a 
white monolith, to be opened when necessary. Next to it 
stands the charming handmade dining table Custom by 
Riva in genuine solid wood matching the Who Chairs, by 
Molteni, also in a solid wood structure supporting a seat 
dressed with leather on the front.
The penthouse is extremely luminous. During day-time 
natural light penetrates through the wide windows and, 
by reflecting on the white walls, it makes all the furniture 
stand out, exalting it. At night time, instead, lighting 
elements give particular accents to special corners of 
the house lending it a warm atmosphere. Moreover the 
Technical lighting Laser Blade by iGuzzini lights up the 
space making it glow on the street located at the edge of 
the Isola district in Milan, just as a lantern in the woods. 
Matteo Nunziati’s penthouse is an outstanding interior 
design in which the need to humbly intervene in an 
architecture as Bosco Verticale, which has such a strong 
character, perfectly conjugates with that of conferring a 
likewise identity to it. The result is, as always in his works, 
an incredibly elegant home where comfortable and 
spacious areas meet, giving its residents the opportunity 
to live their lives with ease and style.
Damiana Treccozzi
